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No. 26011!06!2015-0CI
Government of India

Ministry of Home Affairs
(Foreigners Division)

MOST IMMEDIATE

*****
NDCC-I\ Building, Jai Singh Road

New Delhi, the 1ih November, 2015

To

(1) All Indian Missions! Posts
(2) FRROs - Delhi, Mumbai, Chennai, Kolkata, Amritsar, Bangalore, Hyderabad,

Kochi, Thiruvananthapuram, Calicut, Goa, Lucknow and Ahmedabad

Subject: Instructions relating to submission and processing of application form
in respect of registration as Overseas Citizen of India (OCI) cardholder
and for OCI Miscellaneous Services on the online system

*****
Sir,

I am directed to refer to this Ministry's letters of even number dated 8th June,
2015, ih July, 2015 and 16th July, 2015 conveying instructions relating to registration as
OCI cardholder and to say that the matter regarding online submission and processing
of application for registration as OCI cardholder and for OCI miscellaneous services has
been further examined in this Ministry.

2. It is brought to the notice of all concerned that that the online module for
submission and processing of application form for registration as OCI cardholder and for
OCI Miscellaneous services along with uploading of documents, photograph and
signature of the applicant has been rolled out. The applicants can now upload the
requisite documents, photograph and the signature with the application in the online
system.

3. Accordingly, all Indian Missions! Posts are requested to strictly follow the
procedure mentioned below for processing of applications for registration as OCI
cardholder and for OCI Miscellaneous services:-

(1) The applicants shall submit the application form online and upload all the
requisite documents (self attested), photograph and signature (in the case
of minors who cannot sign, left hand thumb impression) along with the
application.

(2) After the applicant submits the complete application online including
documents, photograph and signature, the originals of the supporting
documents have to be submitted to the Indian Mission! Post! FRRO
concerned for prior verification. The Indian Missions! Posts! FRROs will
be responsible for verifying the supporting documents with the originals.



(3) If there is any deficiency in the application/ uploaded documents/
photograph, the Indian Mission/Post!FRRO concerned shall inform the
same to the applicant by email. The applicant may then submit the
required documents to the Indian Mission/ Post! FRRO concerned, who
will take necessary action to upload the same on the online system.

(4) After verification of the documents with the originals and confirming that
the application along with all the documents submitted are in order, the
Indian Mission/Post!FRRO concerned shall click the following box
provided on the online system:-

"D Uploaded documents verified with originals and found to be correct."

Once the above box is clicked, the application will get automatically
acknowledged on the online system. Simultaneously an auto email will be
sent to the applicant informing "Application received and is under
process". Thereafter, the originals of the supporting documents will be
returned to the applicant.

(5) Once the application is acknowledged online, the same will be accessible
to the security agencies.

4. The revised instructions as above will be implemented w.e.f. 23rd November,
2015. The Indian Missions/ Posts/ FRROs are requested to ensure that no application
for registration as OCI cardholder or for OCI miscellaneous service is accepted or
processed in the offline mode w.e.f. 23.11.2015. However, specific cases where the
Indian Missions/ Posts/ FRROs have doubts regarding the eligibility of a person for
registration asOCI cardholder e.g. case of foreign national whose Indian spouse is not
alive, grant of OCI card for step children/ adopted children, cases of children with single
parent, children born out of live-in relationships, etc., may be referred to the Ministry of
Home Affairs in the offline mode [through email (to jsf@nic.in/ bvr.murthy@nic.in/ so-
oci@mha.gov.in) / diplomatic bag] along with all documents and a detailed report of the
Indian Mission/ Post! FRRO concerned. In all such cases which are referred to the
Ministry of Home Affairs for clearance, registration as OCI cardholder shall be granted
only after receiving the clearance of the Ministry of Home Affairs.

5. All other instructions contained in this Ministry's letters of even number dated
8.6.2015,7.7.2015 and 16.7.2015 shall continue to remain in force.

6. All authorities concerned are requested to strictly comply with the above
mentioned instructions.

Yours faithfully
e ''''.4.-. ti1~

(B.V.R.Murthy)
Under Secretary to the Govt. of India


